Evaluation of Lawyers

Senior Officer (Vaud) Switzerland. He calls himself to be a cantonal «Judge».
«Works» in the palace of the Hermitage, route du Signal 8, 1014 Lausanne.
Phone workplace: 021 316 15 11
Fax workplace: 021 316 13 28
Marital status: unknown
Private address: Avenue Gratta-Paille 11, 1018 Lausanne

There is actually no picture available of this individual.

According to the inscription on the mailbox, KRIEGER is living alone.
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Apartment building, where KRIEGER is living

Profile
Joël KRIEGER has a licence of Law of the University of Lausanne (1985-1992).
He started his job career at the Lawyers Office Reymond Bonnard Marie &
Freymond from 1993 to 1995 and obtained his Lawyers’ licence. .
He was then court clerk at the civil court of the cantonal court, at the district
court of La Broye and the labour court in Lausanne / December 1988 – April
1995 (6 years 5 months).
Furthermore, he has been judiciary advisor of the State of Vaud from April 1995
to July 1997 (2 years 4 months)| Service of Justice and Legislation, especially in
charge of the constitutional reform of the Vaudois Judiciary.
From August 1997 to February 2000, Joël KRIEGER was investigating Judge in
Yverdon-les-Bains.
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From February 2000 to February 2006 (6 years and 1 month) he was acting as a
court president of Lausanne and Vevey
He has been promoted Vaudois cantonal «Judge» on November 15, 2005,
certainly as a compensation of his criminal activity in relation with the Fraud of
the State of Vaud for getting hold of land reserves at a sold off price at Rennaz
VD at the costs if the farmer Werner RATHGEB.

Summary of the affair RATHGEB

All links in red have been
illegally censored by the
Prosecutor Yves NICOLET in a
secret procedure.

In 1987 Werner RATHGEB had acquired a farm of 40 ha at Rennaz, in the fertile
Vaudois Chablais. He invested 8 million CHF for the purchase of the land and the
infrastructure of a modern Bio vegetable producing farm. He administered his
family enterprise (annual turnover 6 mio of CHF, 40 employees) under the judicial
regime of 3 limited incorporations (Bearer shares).
In 1992 Werner RATHGEB remarried with a young Southern Italian woman. This
has never been a happy relation, and it ended finally with a blow.
Coming back home from a business trip in the evening of August 22, 2003, Mr.
RATHGEB was expected by the Police. On complaint of his wife, assisted by the
late Lawyer Paul MARVILLE †, the «Judge » Saverio WERMELINGER forced
him by order of August 29th, 2003 to leave his farm instantly. He has been
thrown into the street with a small suite case prepared beforehand by his wife.
(Subsequently, he never got condemned for marital violence, because of lack of
evidence, since he had not touched his wife). In spite of all his endeavours, he
never could recuperate his personal belongings. At the time of this barbarian
ejection, Werner RATHGEB had not any longer cohabited with his wife, but was
living in an adjoining flat. However, this proximity was hindering the wife to
realize the manoeuvres which she practised later on. Among others, she will apply
cropping methods contrary to the Bio label instructions. Whereas Werner
RATHGEB was in the streets without any resources, his wife Patrizia disposed of
two flats and controlled all the assets belonging to her husband. This is
demonstrating the absurd nonsense of that ejection.
The «Judge» responsible for the provisional measures, Saverio
WERMELINGER allowed to Madame to manage the exploitation of the
enterprise – flourishing at the time of the barbarian ejection – although she did
not have any agricultural education, nor knowledge of management. That was just
done in the interest of the canton of Vaud. Two years later, the business went
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bankrupt, and in the meantime, the Vaudois «Judges» had manoeuvred to get
control of the estate, in order to allow the State of Vaud to acquire land reserves
at a cheap price.
To start with, the «Judge» Joël KRIEGER who was perhaps not yet informed
about the cantonal strategy to embezzle the estate of RATHGEB ordered Patrizia
a prohibition to sell any assets, by order of September 1st, 2003 – although the
management of the farm had been entrusted to her.
This prohibition was then disturbing the strategy of the Vaudois Government,
wanting to get hold of land. To reach that goal, Joël KRIEGER pronounced
subsequently a new order of November 5th 2004, by which he retracted the
prohibition of sales of assets, in order to authorize Patrizia RATHGEB the «sale»
(one should speak of a donation) in favour of the State of VAUD. Already on
June 3rd, 2004 Mr. C. PEGUIRON of the Finance Department VD had presented
to Patrizia RATHGEB a purchase offer of land. The order of KRIEGER of
August 23rd, 2004 had thus been just a manoeuvre of deterrence. Albeit ejected
from his property, W. RATHGEB was still the owner of his farm. For resolving
this problem, the «Justice of peace» Carole IFF from the district of Aigle
intervened for pronouncing his eviction of the anonymous society on November
16th, 2004.
The bill of sale could then be concluded on February 9th, 2005 to the benefit of
the State of Vaud who needed seventeen hectares of land reserves for the future
construction of the highway Transchablaisienne H144 between Rennaz VD
and les Evouettes VS.
The State of Vaud did acquire that land unbeknown by the real owner, Werner
RATHGEB, by transaction of February 9, 2005 at the price of CHF 4.-/m2,
whereas the land had been acquired 18 years earlier for the price of CHF 12.80,
without taking into account the subsequent infrastructure investments.
Patricia RATHGEB was thus put in a position to sign the sales bill for that land
in favour of the State of Vaud at a sales off price, after having robbed her husband.
She had taken advantage of the ejection of her husband, ordered by the president
WERMELINGER, for taking control of the Bearers shares, stolen from her
husband. For compensating Patrizia RATHGEB for her subjugation to the
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interests of the State of Vaud, the investigating «Judge» Hervé NICOD (today
Prosecutor) in charge of instructing the penal complaint of Werner RATHGEB
did not see any action punishable under criminal law in the manoeuvres of the
irregular takeover of the Bearers shares and the illegal sale, which is nothing else
than a fraud. At first, Patrizia maintained to ignore, where these bearer shares,
property of her husband, were located. Then, she stated that she detained them in
the quality of «owner» of the society. And still later on, she presented a third
version: Werner RATHGEB was said to have thrown them away, and for this
reason, she had «picked them up»… The investigating «Judge» swallowed any
nonsense.
To finalize the operation, the president Saverio WERMELINGER restored the
prohibition of asset sales by order of February 9, 2005…
Patrizia RATHGEB is a thief and the State of Vaud a receiver of stolen goods,
an active accomplice in fraud. Once the enterprise was put in bankruptcy, and
the State had obtained what it wanted, the Beares shares were handed back to their
owner, who has however never seen a single Franc from the sale of his land…
The partners in crime of this property offense were the «Judges» Joël KRIEGER
(today cantonal «Judge»), Saverio WERMELINGER (in golden old pension
retirement) and the investigating Judge Hervé NICOD (today Prosecutor).
The criminal actions of those Officers of Vaud have been denounced on June 24,
2005 in a detailed form to the federal Prosecutors’ Office – yielding no reaction
at all! There again, there is nothing to be astonished about, being aware of the
records of the Attorney General LAUBER…
Subsequently, Patricia RATHGEB acquired the castle of Rennaz, becoming her
residence (a farm was not matching her social ambitions), and no Magistrate
whatsoever wanted to recognize the embezzlement of the assets… All the
complaints of Werner RATHGEB were simply filed. Later on, one could read in
the newspapers that the Lady of the Manor had defrauded a great number of other
persons. She was finally condemned to twenty months in prison (24 Heures of
February 2th 2012). But it was written nowhere that the Judges had put that Lady
in a position to commit those crimes.

Other judiciary offenses committed with the active support of
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Joël KRIEGER:
o Child abuse in the case of Mrs. S.H.
o Participation of KRIEGER in the affair Kumar KOTECHA
o Covering of a very serious medical mistake of the surgeon / butcher MAILLARD
o The stifling of the corruption case of Michèle HERZOG
o Refusal to pursue the complaint for assassination attempt at the costs of late
Jacques ROMANENS
o Did support the Freemason conspiracy against the Vaudois Farmer Jakob
GUTKNECHT.
o Collaboration to impose the illegal and secret censorship procedure
orchestrated by the «Prosecutor» NICOLET
o Refusal of the challenging of the Prosecutor NICOLET who had investigated
on a one way road uniquely at charge of BURDET and ULRICH for stifling
the estate fraud of SAVIOZ

List of references (observations collected since the year 2000):
Number of negative references: 9
Number of positive references: 0
Joël KRIEGER did build up his career on corruption and arbitrariness.
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